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Abstract
MANET is the emerging technology in the field of wireless 
network. These technologies can be used whenever generally 
national calamity destroys the established network. The routing 
protocol plays the important role in improving the performance of 
the MANET. There are three different types of routing protocols 
such as Proactive, Reactive and Hybrid. These protocols have 
various characteristics depending on ways in which the routes of 
different nodes in the networks are connected.
In this synopsis work, we will discuss the performance of different 
routing protocols in MANET. The simulation of this work can be 
done in Qualnet 5.0 and it will be compared with the performance 
achieved with NS- 2 software. It is expected result obtained by 
Qualnet will be better and improved.
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I. Introductin
Wireless networks are playing a major role in the area of 
communication. Now wireless networks are used in military 
applications, industrial applications and even in personal area 
networks. Wireless networks became very popular in different 
applications considering the following factors:-ease of installation, 
reliability, cost, bandwidth, total required power, security and 
performance of network. In recent years, there has been a 
tremendous increase in the sale and subscription of mobile wireless 
devices and communication services. Cellular phones, Personal 
Digital Assistants (PDAs) and other mobile devices with built 
in wireless capability have gained enormous popularity. Fixed 
and wired communication networks have evolved into a wired-
wireless network to fulfill the mobile communication need of a 
mobile workforce. There are two types of network wired network 
and wireless network. Wireless can be distinguished from wired, 
as no physical connectivity between nodes is needed.
The authors have discussed a new Global Positioning System 
(GPS) based routing protocol, called location based point to 
point adaptive routing routing for mobile Ad- Hoc network. This 
protocol utilises a 3- stage route discovery strategy in a point to 
point manner to reduce routing overhead, while maximize the 
through put in medium. In LPAR data transmission is adaptatable 
to the changing network condition. The student proposed a 
different strategy to reduce overhead. In a point to point routing 
each node along the path to destination can make routing decision. 
The student discovered that if a node has a location information for 
a required destination. It will use different route discover strategies 
called a 3- stage route strategy to determine a route, depending on 
the recorded location and velocity of destination [1].
LPAR uses a number of different strategies to reduce route 
discovery overhead and power consumed by each node. Student 
compared LPAR and LAR and AODV. Result showed that LPAR 
produced fewer overhead than LAR and AODV.
The authors have discussed a routing protocol in VANET. VANET 
provides a communication among the vehicles, vehicles with road 

side equipment, gives the information about the collision, traffic 
on roads. Author describes the applications, network architect and 
charcteristics of VANET. Author describes the various routing 
protocols in VANET and comparison of these protocols [2].
In comparison of these protocols prior forwarding method 
describes the first routing decision of protocol when there are 
packets to be forwarded.
In case of delay bound, the prior forwarding method is used, 
whereas in all other routing protocol multi hop method of 
forwarding is used.
The Authors have discussed a protocol (ARANZ) which is the 
extension of ARAN (Authenticated routing for Ad- Hoc network). 
The student aims to increase security, achieve robustness and 
solve the attack problem by miscellaneous node by using ARAZ 
protocol. Student compares the performance of protocol AODV, 
ARAN, ARANZ. Author proposes a new routing model called 
ARANZ. The proposed protocol was called ARANZ since it 
adopts the authentication steps used with the ARAN protocol 
and deals with the network as zones [3].
A new routing protocol ARANZ introduces a hierarchical and 
distributed routing algorithm, which improves performance and 
selinicity of the routing protocol by driving the area into zones.
The authors have discussed the MANET structure (Flat and 
Hierarchical). Hierarchical again classified into single level and 
multi level radio hierarchy. Author discussed the MANET routing 
protocols (Topology and Location based) protocol.  A student 
proposed a MUDB (Mesh based virtual dynamic backbone) model. 
MUDB model a logical location based routing algorithm, which 
is a hybrid of topology based routing and location based routing. 
The model uses the hole- shadowing based forwarding strategy 
to avoid holes in the network [4].
The algorithm (MVDB) uses the local topology information for 
local routing and logical location information for remoute routing. 
Specially, we use the logical location of the mobile node in the 
sense that the location is actually the identity of the fixed virtual 
circle region where nodes resides.
The authors have discussed a routing protocol ‘LOUVRE’ that 
build a landmark overlay network on the top of the urban topology 
[5].
Student compares the performance of LOUVRE with GPSR and 
GPCR (two well known position routing protocol) in order to 
determine

Packet delivery ratio.• 
Average hop count.• 
Average Latency.• 

Student proposed a LOUVRE and compare against the benchmark 
routing protocol of GPSR and GPCR, show that LOUVRE performs 
higher in packet delivery and achieves lower hop count.
The authors have discussed the position based routing protocol. 
This protocol requires that each intermediate node have three 
important data points:

Position of itself- obtained from GPS.• 
Position of its neighbours- obtained through message • 
exchange.
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Position of its destination- obtained through the use of • 
location service.

Student proposed a location service algorithm using the swarn 
intelligence technique called (SLS)- Swarn location service. SLS 
is used to provide location service to all MANET routing protocol. 
SLS is the only technique to learn the location of other nodes 
using swarn concept [6].
In order a MANET network work properly by using (SLS). A 
node send a packet to destination by using (SLS), a node able 
to obtain its own neighbour and destination node location. SLS 
provide the efficient and accurate routing of packets from source 
to destination.
The authors have discussed the ‘terminode routing’ which is the 
combination of location based routing (used when destination far) 
and link state routing (used when destination closed). Terminode 
routing is used when there are holes in the network and nodes 
are high mobile [7].
Student proposed the performance of the terminode routing by 
simulation in networks of different sizes. Terminode routing 
method performed better than the existing MANETS and location 
routing protocol in the network of 500 -1000 nodes.
Terminode routing provides a location based routing on irregular 
topologies. It achieves this by combining location based routing 
with link state based mechanism. It introduce concept of authors, 
which are the geographical points imagined by source for routing 
to specific destination.
The authors have discussed the position based routing protocol 
(greedy protocol) which they use of node location information 
instead of link information to routing. In greedy protocol source 
node include the approximate position of the destination node. 
When intermediate node gets a packet, then it forwards a packet 
to the neighbour of destination node. There are three strategy 
deciding to which neighbour node should be forwarded a packet. 
These are MFR, NFP, COMPASS STRATEGY. Greddy attend 
only distance factor not the condition of node. If neighbour node, 
towards the destination has high speed than source node and low 
battery power then packet loss probability increased [8].
Student proposed a strategy which increases greedy reliability. 
In new strategy the packet sender, select some neighbour node 
which have forward progress toward the destination node, again 
select some of them which have similar speed to its own speed 
and finally select one of them which has remained battery power 
and send packet to it.
The greedy protocol improves its reliability by using strategy 
which is the combination of metrics distance- velocity similarity- 
power, to deciding about to which neighbour, the given packet 
should be forwarded.
The authors have discussed movement prediction based routing 
(MOPR) which improves the routing process by selecting a stable 
route. It determines the most stable path from a source to the 
destination.
Student proposed how MOPR can be applied to position based 
routing protocol and how it improves their performance. They 
compared MOPR with position based routing protocol GPSR 
(Greedy perimeter stateless routing) and another movement based 
routing protocol called MORA [9].
NS-2 simulation result presented:- They show MOPR improve 
the routing performance compared to GPSR as well as when 
compared to MORA.
The authors have discussed comparison between position based 
routing protocol that are based on the position prediction of 
neighbouring and destination node [10].

Student proposed the different types of position based routing 
protocol. They done comparison between GPSR, AMAR, GVTAR, 
EBGR, B-MFR protocols and evaluates performance matrices 
such as end to end delay and packet delivery ratio using NS-2.
Out of five, only three protocols B-MFR, EBGR, GVTAR are 
studied for V2V communication. Performance of these three 
routing protocol have shown in terms of end to end delay and 
packet delivery ratio.
The authors  have discussed a novel position based routing 
protocol designed to anticipate the characteristics of an urban 
VANET environment.
Student proposed algorithm that utilized the prediction of the node 
position and navigation information to improve the efficiency of 
routing protocol in VANET. They compare the proposed algorithm 
with GPSR. In addition student use the information about link 
layer quality in terms of SNIR and MAC frame error rate to further 
improve the efficiency of the proposed routing protocol [11].
Novel routing protocol designed for urban vehicular environment. 
Compared with GPSR our proposal demonstrates better 
performance in urban environment, in terms of packet delivery 
ratio and end to end delay. The use of e Map information increases 
PDR. The link quality estimator using SNIR information reduces 
end to end delay.
Authors have discussed that wireless ad- hoc network are 
composed of set of wireless nodes distributed in a two dimensional 
plane. All position based protocol assumed that all wireless 
nodes have uniform transmission regions. These protocols fail 
if the transmission range of the mobile varies due to presence of 
obstacles[12].
Student proposed a ROBUST routing protocol that tolerates 40% 
of variation in range. Our protocol guaranteed message delivery in 
a connected ad- hoc network when ever the ratio of the maximum 
transmission range to the minimum transmission range is at most 
√2.
Consider a wireless ad- hoc network composed of the set of 
wireless modes distributed in a two dimensional plane. Several 
protocols have been developed to perform routing in ad- hoc 
wireless network based on the position of the mobile host. These 
protocols assumed uniform transmission range, they do not work 
on non uniform transmission range. To solve these problems robust 
protocol works properly in non uniform transmission range of 
the node.
Authors have discussed that in position based routing protocol, a 
node has to periodically broadcast its current position coordinated 
and identifier to its one hop neighbour. Such information could 
be easily eavesdropped by an adversary, location privacy would 
be violated [13].
Student proposed a novel privacy- aware position based routing 
protocol, in which a node takes dynamic pseudo identifiers instead 
of its real identifier in advertising its position. They compare the 
performance of PPBR with GPSR and AODV which demonstrates 
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed scheme.
A novel privacy aware position based routing protocol called 
PPBR is characterised by the ability of assuring the users location 
privacy and identity privacy. The simulation result showed that 
the proposed PPBR achieves comparable performance with the 
original GPSR.
PPBR has slightly poorer performance than GPSR in all three 
aspects. The reason is that each source node in PPBR has to send 
a new routing request message according to the pre defined time 
randomization interval or when a link error occurs. There are also 
cryptographic computations in PPBR.
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Authors have discussed the position based routing protocols, offer 
significant performance improvement over the topology based 
routing protocol by using location information to make forwarding 
decision. Security issue in position based routing protocol has 
not been widely considered. Student identify several security 
problems of position based routing protocols in mobile ad- hoc 
network. To avoid these problems they proposed the secure grid 
location service (SGLS) which enhance the original GLS protocol 
with secure features [14].
Student has proposed SGLS, which is a security enhancement 
to the original GLS protocol. The security mechanism added to 
GLS include

TESLA with MAC • 
A reputation system for monitoring SGLS has the capability • 
of preventing message tampering, dropping and tampering 
attacks by malicious nodes.

 Authors have discussed many location based routing 
protocol have been developed for ad-hoc network[15].
Student presented the result of a detailed performance evaluation 
on two of following protocol i.e. Location Aided Routing (LAR) 
and distance routing effect algorithm for mobility (DREAM). 
They compare the performance of these two protocols with DSR 
(dynamic source routing).

The added protocol complexity of DREAM does not appear • 
to provide benefits over a flooding protocol.
Promiscous mode operation improves the performance of • 
DSR.
Adding location information to DSR increases both network • 
load and PDR.

II. Problem Formulation
The overall goal of this simulation study is to evaluate and analyse 
the performance of unicasting routing protocols of mobile ad 
hoc network . The protocol performance  are to be observed in 
several network configrations where some parameters evolved in 
order to measure the impact of these parameters on the protocol. 
The experiment are to be executive to study the effect of packet 
delivery ratio, average end to end delay, throughput and jitter 
in the network. In some ways the effect of node mobility, node 
placement, speed and number of nodes in the network are to be 
considered.

III  Experimental Setup
Qualnet is a network modeling tool, which is used to model wired 
and wireless network. It uses simulation and emulation to predict 
the behavior and performance of the networks to improve the 
design, operation and management.
Performance matrices used:-

Control packet load:  the average number of control packet 1. 
transmission by node in the network. Control packets include 
any of QUERY, REPLY, PASSREQ, CONFIRM, HELLOW 
and ACK packets.
Packet delivery ratio: the ratio of data packet sent by all the 2. 
sources that is received by a receiver.
Data packet overhead: the number of data transmissions 3. 
performed by the protocols per successfully delivered data 
packet.
Control packet overhead: the number of controlled 4. 
transmissions performed by the protocols per successfully 
delivered data packet.
Total packet overhead: the total control and data overheads 5. 
per successfully delivered data packet. This matrix represents 

the multicast routing efficiency.
The simulation environment for the proposed work consists of 
four models:-

Network model• 
Channel model• 
Mobility model• 
Traffic model• 

Table 1:
Area 1500X1500 m2

Transmission range 500 m
Number of nodes 200
Physical / Mac layer IEEE 802.11 at 2 Mbps

Mobility model Random waypoint model with no 
pause time

Maximum mobility speed 1-20 m/s
Simulation duration 500 s
Pause time 0
Packet size 512 bytes
Traffic type CBR (Constant Bit Rates)
Number of packets 5/second
Number of multicast 
sources 1,2,5,10,15 nodes

Number of multicast 
receivers 10,20,30,40,50 nodes

No. of simulations 20

IV. Unicasting Routing Protocols
 In this section, brief background information on routing protocols 
and mobility models are given.

A. DSDV Protocol
Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) is a table-driven 
routing protocol requires each node to maintain a routing table for 
the next hop to reach a destination node and periodically broadcast 
updates. DSDV tags each routes with a sequence number.

B. AODV Protocol
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)  is classified as 
an on-demand protocol and considered as an improvement of 
DSDV because it minimizes the number of required broadcasts 
by creating routes on an on-demand basis.

C. DSR Protocol
 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is on-demand routing protocol 
based on the concept of source routing. Each node required to 
maintain route caches that contain the source routes of which the 
mobile node is aware.

D. Fisheye Protocol
 Fisheye technique proposed by Kleinrock and Stevens to reduce 
the size of information required to represent graphical data. The 
eye of a fish captures with high detail the pixels near the focal point. 
The detail decreases the distance from the focal point increases. 
In routing, the fisheye approach translates to maintaining accurate 
distance and path quality information about the immediate 
neighborhood of a node, with progressively less detail as the 
distance increases.
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E. ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol)
  ZRP is a hybrid routing protocol, which effectively combines 
the best features of both periodic and reactive routing protocol. 
An intra-zone routing protocol (IARP) is used in the zone where 
a particular node employ proactive routing. The reactive routing 
used beyond this zone is referred as Inter-zone Routing Protocol 
(IERP). Each node maintains the information about routes to all 
node within its routing zone by exchanging periodic router update 
packets. Hence, the larger the routing zone, the higher the update 
control traffic. The IERP is responsible for finding paths to the 
nodes, which are not within the routing zone. When the node has 
data packets for a particular destination, its checks its routing table 
for a route. If the destination lies within the zone, a route will exist 
in the route table. Otherwise, if the destination is not within the 
zone, a search to find a route to that destination is needed.

F. LANMAR Routing Protocol
LANMAR is an efficient routing protocol in a “flat “ ad-hoc wireless 
network. It assumes that the large scale ad-hoc network is grouped 
into logical subnets in which the numbers have a commonality 
of interests and are likely to move as a “group”. LANMAR uses 
the notion of landmarks to keep track of such logical subnets. It 
uses an approach similar to the landmark hierarchical routing 
proposed for wired network. Each logical group has one node 
serving as landmark. The route to a landmark is propagated 
throughout the network using a distance vector mechanism. The 
routing update exchange of LANMAR routing can be explained as 
follows: Each node periodically exchanges topology information 
with its immediate neighborhoods. In each update, the node sends 
entries within its Fisheye scope. Updates from each source are 
sequentially numbered. To the update, the source also piggybacks 
a distance vector of all landmarks. Through this exchange process, 
the table entries with larger sequence numbers replace the ones 
with smaller sequence numbers. As a result, each node has detailed 
topology information about nodes within its Fisheye scope and 
has a distance and routing vector to all landmarks.

V  Results And Discussion
In the next seven graphs the environment in which nodes are placed 
is varied as GRID, UNIFORM and RANDOM environment and 
other parameters are same as listed in Section III.
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Fig. 1: Environment V/S First Packet Sent & Received

All clients sent the first packet at 1sec. The maximum time in the 
sending of first packet is taken by FISHEYE i.e. 6.25sec when the 
nodes are randomly placed. As shown from above fig. 1, it is clear 
that on-demand protocols (AODV, DSR) sent the first packet most 
early than others. Proactive protocols (FISHEYE, LANMAR) 
take maximum time in sending of first packet. Hybrid protocol 
ZRP takes more time than on-demand protocols but lesser time 
than proactive protocols
In the fig. 2, all clients sent the last packet at 24sec. The maximum 
time in the sending of last packet is taken by DSR when nodes are 
placed in random environment. AODV and LANMAR both have 
almost same time in sending of last packet i.e. 23sec. ZRP takes 
the least time in sending of last packet i.e. 16sec when nodes are 
placed in random environment.
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Fig. 2: Environment V/S Last Packet Sent & Received
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Fig. 3: Environment V/S Total Packets Sent & Received

All clients sent 24 total numbers of packets. The above graph 
3 behaves in the same manner as fig. 3. It is clear from above 
figure that in all the protocols the numbers of packets sent are 
more when there is GRID and UNIFORM environment but it is 
less when the environment is RANDOM. On-demand protocols 
(AODV, DSR) sent maximum number of packets in all the three 
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cases. Least packets are sent by ZRP (hybrid protocol). FISHEYE 
sent moderate no. of packets. 
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Fig. 4: Environment V/S Throughput

In the fig. 4, all clients have 4274bps throughput. The maximum 
throughput is shown by DSR i.e. 4265bps. For AODV the value 
of throughput increases as environment is changed from GRID, 
UNIFORM and then RANDOM. It is clear from above figure 
that for proactive protocols (FISHEYE, LANMAR) and hybrid 
protocols the throughput value is less when nodes are placed in 
random environment.
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Fig. 5: Environment V/S Average Jitter

As shown in above fig. 5, for AODV the value of jitter increases 
as environment change from GRID, UNIFORM and RANDOM 
respectively. The maximum value of jitter is shown by DSR and 
FISHEYE when there is RANDOM and GRID environment 
respectively. The minimum value of jitter is shown by LANMAR. 
ZRP also shows least value of jitter after LANMAR.

As shown in  fig. 6, for AODV, LANMAR and ZRP show minimum 
value of ETED in all the three cases. The maximum value of 
ETED is shown by DSR when there is RANDOM environment. 
FISHEYE shows the moderate values for ETED. 
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In the graphs the number of nodes has been varied as 20, 40 and 
60 nodes and all other parameters are same as listed in above 
table.

Fig. 7: Number of Nodes V/S First Packet Sent/ Received 
(Sec.)

All Clients sent the first packet at 1 second. The maximum time 
taken by FSR & LANMAR for receiving first packet at 60 nodes. 
The minimum time taken by AODV and DSR and ZRP in all 
three cases.

Fig. 8: Number of Nodes V/S Total Bytes Sent/ Received
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All clients sent 12225 numbers of total bytes. The maximum 
numbers of total bytes are sent by AODV and DSR in all three 
cases. LANMAR and ZRP sent maximum number of bytes for 
20 nodes after then decreases slightly for nodes 40 and 60. The 
minimum numbers of total bytes are sent by FSR.

Fig. 9: Number of Nodes v/s Total Packet Sent/ Received

All clients sent 24 total numbers of packets. The maximum packets 
are sent by AODV i.e. 24 in all three cases. DSR sent 23 packets 
for nodes 20, 40 and 24 packets for 60 nodes. LANMAR and 
ZRP sent 20 packets for nodes 20 and then decreases slightly for 
nodes 40 and 60.

Fig. 10: Number of Nodes v/s Last Packet Sent/ Received

All clients sent last packet at 24 second. The maximum time for 
sending last packet is taken by FSR for 60 nodes. All other protocols 
taken same time i.e. 24 seconds for sending last packet.

Fig. 11: Number of Nodes v/s Throughput

All clients have 4225 bps throughput. The maximum throughput is 
shown by AODV i.e. 4400 for 20 numbers of nodes. For both on 

demand protocols i.e. AODV and DSR have maximum throughput 
in all three cases. The minimum throughput has shown by FSR 
for 20 nodes after then increases for nodes 40 and 60. LANMAR 
and ZRP shown decreasing throughput when going from nodes 
20, 40 then 60.

Fig. 12: Number of Nodes v/s Average End to End Delay

AODV shown equal value of delay i.e. 0.03 for nodes 20 and 40 
then increases for node 60 i.e. 0.055. FSR and LANMAR shown 
increases delay when number of nodes increases. ZRP shown 
decreases delay when number of nodes increases.

Fig. 13: Number of Nodes v/s Average Jitter

AODV has shown almost equal value of jitter i.e. 0.03 for nodes 
40 and 60. The value of jitter for FSR increases when number of 
nodes increases. On other side ZRP shown jitter value decreases 
when number of nodes increases. LANMAR has shown almost 
equal value of jitter in all three cases.
In all above seven graphs ZRP not working for 60 numbers of 
nodes due to traffic congestion in the scenario.

VI Conclusion
From the above results, it is concluded that in each case the 
best performance in terms of packet delivery ratio (PDR) and 
throughput is shown by on demand protocols (AODV and DSR). 
ZRP shows least values of throughput and PDR in each case. 
LANMAR shows the least values for average jitter and end-to-end 
delay. The maximum values of average jitter and ETED is shown 
by DSR and FISHEYE. AODV and ZRP show moderate values 
of jitter and delay. In addition, as CBR application increases the 
total no. of packets sent (PDR) and throughput increases for all 
the protocols except LANMAR. When varying the environment 
as GRID, UNIFORM and then RANDOM, for all the protocols 
the numbers of packets sent are more when there is GRID and 
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UNIFORM environment but it is less when the environment is 
RANDOM. Regretfully ZRP was not up to the task and it performed 
poorly throughout all the simulation sequences, hence putting 
itself out of competition. Hence, the overall best performance 
is shown by AODV in each case. DSR perform poor in more 
stressful circumstances.
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